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My favorite hero is swallowed up by a gigantic 
worm!? Become the new hero of the story and 
use your superpowers to save your hero!

Finding Heroes is a party game 
incorporating physical contact. One 
player becomes a hero while others 
play as monsters.

The monsters hide a token in one of 
their hands. The hero instructs 
various actions to find out which 
hand hides the token.

The hero wins when the player finds 
the token and the monsters win 
when they have managed to hide the 
token until the end of
the game.

■ 20 Action cards
・15 cards : Heart, Teardrop, Snail, 

Lightning, Snap, Shake hands, Sunrise, 

Cabbage, Meteorite, Ninja, Love & 

Peace, Fox, Dog, Dinosaur and Falcon

・ 5 Rock-paper-scissors cards

■ 5 Chance cards
*With character descriptions on the 

back

■ 3 Hero tokens
*Referred to as “token” in this rulebook

■ 1 Monster dice
*Referred to as “dice” in this rulebook 

■ 1 Rulebook

　　　　　Choose one hero player (We 　　

　　　　　recommend picking the youngest 

player when playing for the first time).

　　　　　The other players play as the 　

　　　　　monsters. Sit in a row whenever 

possible.

[The Hero]  
The hero shuffles the Action cards picked in 3. and place it in front of the player in a 

faced-down pile. This is called the “pile of hearts” . The place to discard the cards 

consumed during the game is called the “discard pile” . Then, next to the pile of hearts, 

place all the Chance cards in a face-down pile. This is called the “pile of stars” . Draw the 

top card from this pile and place it near the player. This is the end of preparation for the 

hero.

[The Monster]  
The monsters decide who is

 going to hide in their hand the token and dice 

prepared in 3. You cannot hide the token and 

dice together in the same hand.

When the token and dice are hidden from the 

hero, all monsters place their fists along the 

table. This is the end of game preparation.

　　　　　Look at the “Game Set-up 　　

　　　　　Table” on the right and prepare 

the components according to the 

number of players. The hero will be 

using the Action cards. The monsters 

will be using the token (and dice).

*Return any components left back into 

the game box. Those will not be used in 

this game.

Game Components

Game Set-up

Introduction

The hero and the monsters each prepare themselves separately, 

without looking at what the other party is doing.

【 Game Set-up Table 】 *The challenge levels refer to the strongness of 
the monsters from the hero’ s perspective.
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♦The Monster dice
The monsters can roll their dice at any given time during the 　  action step. 　 The hero will 
transfer the same number of card(s) as shown on the dice from the pile of hearts to the discard 
pile. The monsters win on the spot if this leaves no cards in the pile of hearts.
*When the dice is rolled, the hero and monsters stop any action in place and process the dice 
action first.

♦Change the picked hand(s)
For one time only, the monsters can change the hand(s) picked by the hero. After this action, 
the hero draws one chance card.

♦Transfer the token or dice
During A. Instructed Action involving two hands, the monsters can transfer the token or dice 
without being seen by the hero. At this point, it is allowed for a single hand to hold both the 
token and dice.

[Rock-paper-scissors]
When the rock-paper-scissors Action card is chosen by the hero, the player picks a hand of a 
monster to perform rock-paper-scissors together. *Repeat until the winner is decided.
- When the hero wins, the player draws the top card from the pile of stars.
- When the monster wins, the player discards the action cards from the pile of hearts 
according to the number of fingers of the winner monster. 
(　  0 for rock, 　 2 for scissors and 　5 for paper).

♢Chance Cards
Following the Action Step, the hero consumes the chance card(s) and guesses which hand of 
the monsters has the token. The player can only pick one hand per chance card.
*When two of the monster’ s hands are fixed by the active hold effect, these hands count as one.
The hero wins if the player finds the token before consuming all the chance cards. If the 
token is still not found, the monsters win.
*If a dice is found by consuming the chance card during this step, the monster rolls the dice 
and processes as usual. When this leaves no card in the pile of hearts, the monsters win even 
if the token is found.

There are two steps in this game

①　　　　　　　　The monsters perform the action instructed by the hero.

②　　　　　　　　 The hero uses the Chance cards. If the hero finds the 
token, the player wins. If the hero was unable to find the token, the 
monsters are the winners. This is the end of the game.

♢Consume the Action card
The hero draws and opens the top card from the pile of hearts. Then, according to the “B. No. 
of hands and conditions” described on the action card, the player picks the hand(s) of the 
monster(s).
The monster(s) perform the “A. Instructed Action” with the picked hand(s). If a monster drops 
the token while performing the action, the hero wins on the spot.
The number of action cards consumed is the same as the number of monsters in the game. 
Then, the game moves on to      the Chance Step.   The hero can choose to move on to 
    the Chance Step    without consuming all the Action cards available.
*Make sure the hero does not stand up and peek inside the hands of the monsters while 
performing the A. Instructed Action!

The Action Cards C. Level
The difficulty of the action.

D. The name of the action
A. Instructed Action

E. Holding effect

F. Count Five
The hero counts to five after 
giving the instruction to the 
monsters.
In the meantime, the monsters 
continue to perform the action.
*The hero counts slowly as 
possible.

B. The number of hand(s) 
　 and conditions

Choose one right
and left hand.

*When multiple hands are involved, 
it may be of the same or different 
person.

The Game 
Steps

How to Play What the hero does

Action Step

Action Step

What the monsters do

Chance Step

Chance Step

End of the Game

…　  Discard three

… The hero draws one chance card from the pile of stars

Choose any hand. Choose any of 
the two hands.

Choose two right 
or left hands.

[Production] Red I Games　[Game design] Daichi　[Artwork] Midori　［Translator］Elizabeth Remi
[Inquiries] 943-0823 3-7-21Kodo-cho, Joetsu-shi, Niigata <Phone>025-526-7191　[Twitter] @redigames628

♢Hold Effect
When there is a hold effect depicted on the chosen Action card, the hero can transfer the top 
card from the pile of hearts to the discard pile before picking the hand(s) of the monster(s) to 
fix A. Instructed Action until the end of the game. Alternatively, the hero can ignore the hold 
effect on the card and F. Count Five as usual.
*You cannot pick the already fixed hand(s) to perform new actions.

　 　…　  Discard one

 　　…　  Discard two

Action Step

Chance Step

Action Step

Monster 
dice guide


